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 We are pleased to announce that Hong Kong Prime Golf Society 

(HKPGS), which oversees the operations and activities of the 

Recreational Golf Outings Meetup Group (RGO Meetup), has 

recently obtained approval from the Hong Kong Golf Association 

to be listed under their website as a bona fide golf society. Being 

so recognized, HKPGS enjoys certain privileges at the Kau Sai 

Chau Public Golf Course, such as being able to do group tee time 

bookings on weekends during the summer months. 

 

 The Lynx Summer Invitational, this year's second golf tournament, 

will be held on August 24th (Sunday) on the South Course at Kau 

Sai Chau. We have successfully prevailed upon Lynx, a premium 

Japanese golf brand, to be our sponsor and partner in this event. It 

will be a fabulous occasion for members to get together and have 

fun competing for the prizes. For more details, please visit the 

announcement board of our Meetup website. 

 

 Due to logistical difficulties, we had to suspend our driving range 

sessions for quite a period of time. The range sessions were hugely 

popular and much enjoyed by members. However, we have now 

overcome the logistical problems. We will resume our range 

sessions starting in July, and we aim to hold two sessions per 

month. ♣ 

Council's Message 
 

 

 

 

 
 A bunch of driving range junkies! 
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As I Please 

- Portraits of some Driving 

Range Junkies - 

By Ray Tsang 
 

“During our chitchat 
he kept fondling my 

clubs, and I could 
sense that he was 

quite jealous of them.” 

 During those carefree days of my youth between the ages of eighteen to 

twenty when I was living in that charming city of Vancouver, I used very often to 

visit a driving range situated at the Musqueam Golf and Learning Academy. I would 

drive my father's handsome and versatile Land Rover Discover II to the range, 

practice for some hours, then treat myself to a delicious bubble tea at a nearby cafe 

before returning home. Back then, golf was my ruling passion and the driving range 

was my favorite haunt. 

 When I was struggling with my swing, which always seemed to be the case, I 

would take breaks during my practice session and walk up and down the range to 

check out the other customers. They were of all sorts, male and female, young and 

old. I can still remember vividly some interesting regulars at the range, to whom I had 

given nicknames. 

 There was a Chinese man I nicknamed "Indian Fellow" because of his high, 

straight nose and brown complexion. He was the most well-dressed man at the range, 

who was very clever in always choosing to wear fitted Banana Republic clothing that 

elongated his stocky physique. He wore an expensive Rolex Submariner which he 

would carefully take off and keep in the valuables pouch of his golf bag; and when he 

had to go to the washroom or to buy a drink from the vending machine, he always put 

the watch back on his wrist in fear that it would get stolen. He was a stylish golfer and 

had a textbook swing to boot. He was a long hitter and his ball flight was enviable. I 

used to secretly watch him hit balls. 

 Then there was the "Left-handed Guy" who was a good buddy of Indian 

Fellow. He was, as his nickname suggests, a left-handed golfer. He was of a cheerful 

and gregarious nature, and he enjoyed initiating golf conversations with total 

strangers at nearby stalls. His swing was nowhere near as good as Indian Fellow's. He 

suffered from a chronic problem of hitting the ball thin, and therefore his ball flight 

was always kind of low. And he foolishly exacerbated the problem by playing those 

hard-to-hit blade irons. Once he stopped by my stall to check out my exquisite 

Tommy Armour 845 M Silverback blade irons. (Yes, I had a thing for blades back 

then. How foolish of me!) During our chitchat he kept fondling my clubs, and I could 

sense that he was quite jealous of them. 

 The most interesting of all the regulars at the range were "The Eccentric 

Twins". The two brothers were Canadian born Japanese in their middle age. They 

were eccentric in two respects. First, their golf swings were ridiculously jerky and 

unorthodox. I have never seen such ugly and weird swings in my life! I have seen 

people walk them by and shake their heads in disbelief. The amazing thing was that 

the jerky movements in their swings were identical! Second, they never wore a glove 

but instead they would wrap their hands excessively with first aide tape. They would 

use so much tape on their hands that they looked liked the hands of a mummy. I used 

to long for the brothers to show up because they always gave me a good laugh. 

 Whenever I reminisce about my golfing days in Vancouver, Indian Fellow, 

Left-handed Guy, and The Eccentric Twins would appear in my mind. They have left 

indelible impressions on my memory. ♣ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bubble tea is Ray's 
favorite drink 

The driving range at Musqueam 
Golf and Learning Academy 
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Monthly Golf Outing at Kau Sai Chau (North Course) 22 / 6 / 2014 

Past Events 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

        
       Ed & his fiancée-cum-caddie                 A group of gentlemen golfers and the odd lady caddie                   Walking the North Course 

 

           
                  Enjoying wholesome breakfast before teeing off                                           Last minute stretching on the first tee                                       

 

     
                  Cigars & hard liquor & good company                 Invitation only. No gatecrashing             Robin kept the girls entertained 

          
 

Cocktail Party 28 / 2 / 2014 
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Ashley’s Background 

Ashley was born in Hong Kong but he 

spent a few years of his childhood in his 

hometown Shanghai before moving back 

to HK. 

For 20+ years Ashley worked in the field 

of consumer marketing focusing on the 

local market, and had spent a couple of 

years in Singapore where he furthered his 

career as a country manager looking after 

the regional SEA market for his previous 

company. 

He decided to pursue a new challenge two 

years ago, returning to HK for a start up 

business venture.  

Did you start up a business in 

Marketing? 

Actually my venture isn’t related to 

marketing. I went into a partnership with a 

private equity company where we invest 

in growing businesses within the Greater 

China region. On the side though, I am 

still freelancing projects for Marketing. 

MEET & GREET 

By Joyce Cheng 

 

“I have an ambition 

to swim in all the 

oceans around the 

world” 

  It is always a pleasure to cross path with people who have stories to share.  

Sometimes, the pleasure is greater when you meet people quite a bit older than you who possess 

a wealth of life experiences. Mr. Ashley Wong is a regular of our golf outings and one of our 

few members in their middle age, bringing to the group his vast experience and worldly wisdom. 

RGO is not a youth-only group but one that welcomes all ages, as long as you are passionate 

about the game of golf. Over a casual coffee chat, I found Ashley young at heart, active, and 

passionate. He is always ‘game’ when it comes to swinging a golf club on the links. 

 
 

What sports do you enjoy? 

Tennis and swimming are my favorite 

sports. I have been playing tennis for 

over 20 years but I have cut down on the 

game  as I am dedicating more time on 

my new hobby, golf! 

I absolute love swimming too – not at 

the local pools though, only in the 

ocean! I have an ambition to swim in all 

the oceans around the world. I think I’m 

only missing the Indian Ocean on my 

‘list-to-swim-in’ oceans now! 

What about other hobbies? 

Hiking, traveling around the world, and 

soaking in coffee! My family is in 

Sydney so I travel to Australia quite 

often. 

 

 
   Meeting Ashley for coffee at Fue Expresso.  

   Visiting the Berlin Wall  
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How did you start playing golf? 

When I was stationed in Singapore and 

traveling around a lot for work, I did not 

have much time to play tennis. Then I 

discovered golf, basically an individual 

game that you can play and practice alone, 

yet it's easy to make new friends on the 

course. So that’s why I started picking up 

golf. 

When did you start playing golf? 

A few years back now. But I tell you, I do 

regret picking up this sport so late. After a 

year of playing, I began to realize that 

something was wrong with my ‘form’. I 

thought all along the key was to leverage 

my arm muscles in order to hit the ball far 

and high, but it would always fall short of 

expectation!  

I took up some lessons when I came back 

to HK, to learn how to swing properly and 

it was only then, that I slowly started to 

improve my skills! 

But I have these imbedded bad habits with 

my swing that are challenging to get rid 

of. But I’m working on it! 

Where do you practice most? 

Previously at Asiagolf but since its closure 

I go to SCAA and Garden Farm. I spend a 

lot of time practicing at the range because 

I need to fix my basics. I intend to 

improve my skills with every club – irons, 

woods, and driver. I focus on the basics 

such as posture and tempo. I hope to 

develop muscle memory in my swing. 

How would you rate your game?  

I would say approaching intermediate 

level. My greatest weakness is definitely 

my long game.  

 

 

What was your most memorable round? 

This one time I played in North Korea 

when I was visiting Panmunjom (the 

Demilitarized Zone), the border between 

South & North Korea for a business trip 

back in 2010. A friend of mine suggested I 

join a 3-day golf tournament in North 

Korea which was organized by a UK travel 

agency. 

It was the first time in history that the  

communist state allowed outsiders to hold 

a golf tournament on their one and only 

golf course in Pyongyang, the capital city. 

I was excited to join the event as the sole 

representative from HK among players 

from US, UK and Australia. There was no 

way I could compete with them though: 

they were single digit handicap players. 

But I got my first ever birdie in that 

tournament. So it was extremely 

memorable! 

Besides golfing, we visited many places in 

the country. I never thought playing golf 

would give me the opportunity to serve as 

an ambassador to promote mutual 

understanding. It was amazing! 

Do you have any short term goals with 

golf? 

Improve my driving to achieve more 

distance. Also I want to make my swing 

smoother and more stable. 

I enjoy playing on the course a lot but I get 

frustrated when I don’t play well. So it’s 

really about improving the basics which I 

hope will allow me to get more enjoyment 

out of the game when I'm on the course. 

I know it will take time to improve. So 

long as I have given it my best, I would be 

happy! 

 

 

 

“I never thought 

playing golf would 

give me the 

opportunity to serve 

as an ambassador...” 

   On one of his romantic travels  

The memorable tap-in birdie  
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No generation gap between 
Ashley & his younger golf buddies. 

Is there anything that drives you mad on 

the golf course? 

Deep bunkers – I avoid this ‘hell’ spot at 

all cost. I have no idea how to hit the ball 

out of a deep bunker! 

Any favorite brand? 

Callaway for irons and Nike for driver. I 

find both brands make forgiving clubs 

ideal for beginners who often miss the 

sweet spot on the club face. 

Do you have any golf hero? 

Yes, Henrik Stenson! It fascinates me that 

he rarely uses his driver. Instead, he tees 

off with his 3 wood and it’s always 

straight and long. It really inspires me. 

The other reason I idolize Stenson is his 

persistence in striving to win. Three years 

ago, he ranked around 100th in the world 

ranking. He was in the worst slump in his 

career. But with perseverance, he has 

climbed all the way to  No.2! I think he 

has a positive and admirable golf 

mentality!   

What do you love about golf most? 

Golf is a game where improvement and 

learning never ends, this is what fascinates 

me. Physically and mentally it’s 

challenging.  

You might fix one aspect of your game, 

but you will soon be confronted with 

another flaw in your game. It’s like life, 

all kinds of hardship are thrown at you and 

you are constantly problem solving. 

Ashley had some great comments for us 

and I wanted to share all he had to say 

here! 

 

I have had the opportunity to play golf 

with some old mates and certainly many 

new friends through the golf Meetup 

group. The group's management team is 

fantastic. They strive to organize different 

activities for the general public, and it’s 

admirable. 

I think it is great you guys provide 

flexibility, holding events on both 

weekdays and weekends accommodating 

to members' different schedules. 

Apart from pure golf outings, I know there 

are many events suitable for young 

people. But I would love to see more 

interactive social activities tailored to 

those mature members.  

I find you don’t get a lot of opportunity to 

mingle and get to know all your golf 

buddies (except the one person you share 

a cart with) during the outings so it would 

be nice to have events that are more 

interactive, say for example coffee 

gatherings, just so that members can chat 

about golf, work, lifestyle, hobbies and 

really get to know each other – just like 

our chat now. I don’t think we would get 

to chat about so much if I was just playing 

golf with you. 

I really hope the group will become the 

ultimate destination for golfers, a unique 

platform where, besides playing golf 

together, members can establish social 

bonds with one another and develop 

meaningful and lasting friendship, and in 

the process create a powerful network. 

I would love to see the management team 

steer the group towards becoming a 

sustainable interactive platform for golfers 

to associate with each other! ♣ 

 

“Deep bunkers – I 
avoid this ‘hell’  

spot at all cost. I have 
no idea how to hit the 

ball out of a deep 
bunker!” 

Ashley's  golf idol Henrik 
Stenson after hitting a recovery 

shot from the pond. 
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What’s in My Bag 

By Johnathan Lam 

 

  

Tee 

I love plastic tees. They 

come in a variety of colors, 

and they never break. 

 

What the wifey thinks 

My wife doesn't understand my 

golf addiction. She doesn't 

understand the immense joy I 

get from playing golf. She gets 

a severe headache whenever 

she sees my golf bags in the 

house. She thinks they are 

causing a clutter. 

   
 

   
 

   
 

   
     
 
     
 
    

An indigenous villager of 
Shek O 

 

Ball 

I am a believer of playing used 

balls. At my skill level, I lose a 

lot of balls during a round. 

There's no point wasting 

money that way. I love 

scavenging for other people's 

lost balls on the course. 
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Since our inception in 1971, Lynx has consistently outfitted golfers with exceptional equipment. 
Over the years we have worked long and hard to perfect our craft and change the way golf is played. 
We have enjoyed a brief hiatus, during  which time we sunbathed, drank sangria, went skinny-
dipping – and created the most technologically advanced golf club ever made. So now, armed with 
our exceptional range of clubs, we are back.  We have never forgotten our core belief – that first and 
foremost, golf is played for fun. This drives our commitment to you, the player. To enhance the 
experience for each and every one of you out there on the course, whatever your handicap. We place 
our customers at the very heart of our business, wholeheartedly embracing and welcoming 
collaboration, feedback and ideas. Lynx remains a family owned business, a close knit team proud to 
continue building on our reputation and heritage as one of golf’s premier manufacturers of 
equipment, still committed to delivering the ultimate in technology, desirability, innovation and style. 
 

      

  

 

Appslicable endeavors to provide the best possible Mobile Solutions for your Business. We 
understand the complexity of building Mobile Apps on any platforms, whether it is IOS, Android or 
HTML5. Using us as your Mobile Solutions provider you don’t have to worry about any of those as 
we will make sure it will work on any platforms! 

 

          
 

 
 
 

Velvety is a California based company that produces quality wines in Napa Valley.  We focus on 
creating the best of the best, the epitome of Napa & California, new world wine.  Each harvest we go 
out to find and hand select grapes for our wine selection.  After establishing itself into Hong Kong, 
Velvety began to realize that it had a large customer base that craved a Californian lifestyle.  Velvety 
Lifestyle was created to meet the market needs of a luxurious California lifestyle. 

 

 

 
 

SIR provides a bespoke handmade leather shoe experience for both men and women. Shoes from 
SIR take a step away from yesterday’s fashions, adding a current feel to footwear, while maintaining 
the image of strength you need in business today. Most important, SIR shoes let you transition from 
the boardroom to the ballroom, blending in just about any situation. Contemporary design partnered 
with the best leather available makes the perfect final touch for a powerful first impression. 

 
 

 

 

Love coffee? Lof10.  A hidden gem in the mid-level quietness of Sheung Wan! Lof10 is a 
distinctively unique coffee shop that replicates the owner's loft-designed accommodation 
back in LA. The concept behind the partner's desire to establish this joint is to bring a piece 
of their West Coast lifestyle from LA to Hong Kong - from its imported Handsome Coffee 
Roasters, their loft-inspired & spacious in-house design, stylish decorations, to their 
sustainable support of 'Boxed Water' - the whole place, the vibe, the environment is one of 
its kind and certainly not one you find easily in the midst of this non-sleeping city. It isn't 
located at the most convenient location, it takes effort & takes dedication to get here, you 
might even consider the stairs a bit of a hike - it's all the reasons that makes it THE perfect 
hideaway for your afternoons! That, essentially, is what Marcus, Eugene & Wilson wanted 
to create - a place to relax and enjoy your coffee! (Address: 1 U-Lam Terrace, Sheung Wan) 
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The Golfing Garage 

-  Putting Clinic Part I : 

Devil is in the Deceleration  - 

By Garrick Kong 

 

 

 

  

      Welcome to the 1
st
 of a three part putting series on the 

golfing garage. What I would hope to get out of this series is 

to provide you with some tips that I have picked up over the 

years in putting.   

 

        Part 1 of this series, I will address one of my pet peeves 

in putting. An area which I have worked hard to overcome is 

the dreaded deceleration. Deceleration occurs when the putter 

head slows down (even very slightly) during the forward 

stroke as it approaches the golf ball. It can cause havoc with 

distance control, change alignment of the putter head and 

therefore is the common reason why golfers miss putts from 5-

6 feet away. Unfortunately for many of us, we do not know 

that we are decelerating, and therefore blame our misses due to 

aiming and/or reading the greens incorrectly.  

 

        To stop the dreaded deceleration here are some important 

tips and drills that I have used in the past that have helped me 

overcome deceleration.  

 

        Be confident – Deceleration comes from uncertainty, this 

can be due to speed of the greens, being afraid of blasting the 

ball too far or just unsure of the line. Lack of confidence will 

cause us to guide the ball into the cup, rather than a smooth 

authoritative stroke. Therefore always be confident and certain 

on where your putt is going, the speed of the putt and simply 

think to yourself ‘just bang it in’. 

 

        Short back long through - The cause of deceleration is 

more often than not taking too big a back-stroke on a short 

putt. A drill to limit the backstroke is to place a ball about 6” 

behind the ball you will putt (on the practice green), take the 

putter back without touching the ball, and make a follow 

through that is longer than your backstroke.  

 

        Aim past the hole – One of the rules that my old golf 

mentor would tell me is ‘when you putt, the ball must finish 

past the hole”. As leaving your putt short of the hole means 

you have never given the ball a chance to drop into the hole.  

In order to help you hit the ball past the hole, try aiming for a 

spot 8-12” past the hole.  

 

        A putt going in or out is only a matter of millimeters; 

don’t let deceleration be the cause of it. Remember to be 

aggressive, and be certain on your putting stroke in the game. 

Let me know if it helps your short game.  

 

        In part 2 of this putting series, we will learn the 

importance of reading your own line, and how to read the 

breaks on a green. ♣ 
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For information on our upcoming events, 

please visit: 

www.meetup.com/HKgolf/ 

 

If you have questions or comments, please 

write to us at: 

info@hkpgs.com 

This Month’s 

Celebrity Golfer 
 

Li Ka-shing 

 

Mr. Li is the richest man in Asia. He has a net 

worth of US$32 billion. (Many people 

believe this figure is highly underestimated.) 

 

Waking up early in the morning to play a 

round on the 9-hole course at Deep Water 

Bay has been his daily routine for decades. 

 

His handicap is unknown. 

 

In this photo (taken by paparazzi), he seems 

to be practicing the flop shot in his home 

yard. 

 

" If you screw up your first shot, stay patient, 

plan your next shot. You haven't lost the hole 

yet." 

 

 

 

http://www.meetup.com/HKgolf/

